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Abstract–Weston is the first well-documented meteorite fall in the New World. The fall occurred on
December 14, 1807. The Weston event began the study of meteoritics in the United States in the
decade that science accepted that stones do, in fact, fall from the sky. It is unfortunate that much of the
literature regarding this historically significant fall is erroneous.

This paper will deal with the geographic position of the fall site. One of us (Robson 2007) proposed
a new set of coordinates for Weston that was accepted by the Meteoritical Society. At the society’s
70th annual meeting, new Weston coordinates were suggested; with the caveat that research was
ongoing. However, it was also stated in the presentation that it was unlikely that either coordinate
would change by as much as a minute. Further research indicates a final revision is required. Our
revised mean fall position of the seven documented fragments of Weston is: 41°16′ Ν, 73°16′ W
(WGS 84 coordinates, to the nearest minute).

A quirk of history is a main factor in the derivation of faulty positions for Weston. The historically
changing positions given for the fall are explored. Our methodology is discussed and the newly
discovered Weston manuscripts, maps, and communications of Yale’s foremost meteoric astronomer,
Professor H. A. Newton, support our findings.

INTRODUCTION

Weston, the first well-documented meteorite fall in the
New World, occurred on December 14, 1807. The Weston
event began the study of meteoritics in the United States in the
decade in which science accepted that stones do fall from the
sky. It is unfortunate that so much of the literature regarding
this historically significant fall is not accurate. In this paper,
we will correct the geographic coordinates of the fall site.

Two teams investigated the fall site of Weston. Dr. Isaac
Bronson and the Rev. Dr. Horace Holley conducted the first
investigation. Their report, written by Bronson on December
19, 1807, was sent in a letter to the New-York Commercial
Advertiser and published in the Monday evening, December
28 edition of the newspaper (Bronson 1807a). The report was
reprinted in the paper’s out-of-town version, the New-York
Spectator, on January 2, 1808 (Bronson 1808). Bronson
describes three locations where fragments fell, ordered from
south to north. 

The more well-known on-site investigation was
performed by Yale College professors Benjamin Silliman and
James Kingsley, commencing on December 21, “a full week
after the fall” (Narendra 1979). Silliman and Kingsley first

reported their findings in a letter to the New Haven
Connecticut Herald; it was published on December 29, 1807
(Silliman and Kingsley 1807). In this report, Silliman and
Kingsley describe six fall locations, from north to south. The
professors twice revised and republished their report
(Silliman and Kingsley 1809, 1810). These papers include the
location for a seventh fragment, found after their expedition,
and reported to them by Isaac Bronson’s letter of December
31, 1807 (Bronson 1807b). This stone was, and remains, the
largest intact fragment of Weston recovered. Today it
represents approximately 70 percent of the known existing
mass of the meteorite and is on display in Yale University’s
Peabody Museum of Natural History.

By using either the Bronson or the Silliman and Kingsley
reports alone it would be difficult to map the fall sites of
Weston. But when using clues from both, the truth begins to
emerge. As a curiosity of history, in 1797, Dr. Bronson, a
surgeon attached to General George Washington’s army
turned banker, bought the home of Rev. Dr. Timothy Dwight
in the Greenfield Hill parish of Fairfield, Connecticut
(Fairfield Land Records 1797, XXIX 31). Rev. Dwight was
called from his ministry to take over as president of Yale
College. On a warm July morning in 1801, President Dwight
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convinced a young Benjamin Silliman that Connecticut did
not need another lawyer, but did need a professor of chemistry
and natural history at Yale (G. Fisher 1866, 91). The location
of the Dwight-Bronson residence (named Verna, now a
private school) is of importance since Bronson references the
fall location of the main fragment as a distance and direction
from his home.

CHANGING WESTON POSITIONS

The geographic coordinates of the fall have migrated
eastward with time. The earliest Weston event related
geographic position was published in an 1811 paper by Dr.
Nathaniel Bowditch (1811, reprinted as Bowditch 1815). The
paper, An Estimate of the Height, Direction, Velocity, and
Magnitude of the Meteor That Exploded Over Weston, in
Connecticut, December 14, 1807 won worldwide acclaim and
is still being cited; however, its given trajectory is incorrect.
Bowditch used the observations of Judge Nathan Wheeler of
Weston, Silliman and Kingsley’s main witness of the meteor,
for his calculations. Bowditch says of Wheeler’s position:
“The latitude of Weston is about 41°15′ N, longitude 73°27′ W
from Greenwich, but there is a little uncertainty in both these
quantities, though not enough to affect materially the result of
the calculation” (1811). Bowditch does not reference a source
for these coordinates, which are in today’s Wilton,
Connecticut, over 12 km from Wheeler’s home.

A Quirk of History

The convention for naming meteorites is to give the
specimen a name for the town nearest the recovery site or, if
in an isolated area, for the nearest significant geographic
feature. The town of Weston was formed by the Connecticut
General Assembly in October 1787 from the two northern
parishes of the town of Fairfield (Farnham 1996, 89). But
differences between the parishes, exacerbated by the dismal

state of the roads between their centers, doomed this union. In
1845 the State of Connecticut divided the western and eastern
portions of the town into Weston and Easton. None of the
seven described meteorite fragments landed in present-day
Weston. Our conjecture is that after this division of Weston,
an unknown cataloger of meteorites, “knowing” Weston must
have fallen in Weston, consulted a map and invented
coordinates for the fall. 

Catalog Positions

The first cataloged position found for Weston appeared in
Ueber den Ursprung der Meteorsteine by Paul August
Kesselmeyer, first published in 1859 (Brown 1953, 116;
Burke 1986, 392). He thought the source of meteorites might
be terrestrial volcanoes so he drew three maps that correlated
meteorite fall sites with Earth’s volcanoes. Burke says:
“Kesselmeyer’s maps proved nothing, but his method of
denoting the place of a fall or find by degrees and minutes of
both latitude and longitude became a standard practice”
(1986, 90). Kesselmeyer (1861) gives 41°15′ N, and 73°34′ W
as the fall site of Weston which is about 25 km west of the
actual site or just north of the village of Pound Ridge in
Westchester County, New York. These coordinates are
surprising since “2” on the inset map of his Karte III looks to
be very close to the actual fall site. Kesselmeyer cites a
gazetteer of the United States (R. Fisher 1853, 924) and an
atlas of the United States (Smith 1851) as references for
Weston’s position. The J. Calvin Smith close-up map of the
northeastern United States was published six years after the
division of Weston, but still did not show Easton. If
Kesselmeyer had just measured from the center of “Weston”,
perhaps between the “s” and the “t” on this map he would
have come up with the much improved 41°15′ N and 3°41′
East of Washington, D. C., which equates to about 73°19′.5 W.
No other nineteenth century publications containing Weston
coordinates have yet been found.

Fig. 1. a) Weston’s fall site location (arrow) seems to be accurately marked by the “2” on the inset map of Karte III, from Kesselmeyer (1861)
(Image courtesy of Smithsonian Institution Libraries, Washington, D.C.) b) But his given fall coordinates are shown by the white circle on the
left on Smith’s 1851 map. The right circle shows the actual site. (Image courtesy of the Library of Congress.) 
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The next catalog found to include geographic coordinates
for the Weston fall was Prof. Friedrich Berwerth’s roughly
translated Index of the Meteorites in the Natural History
Museum, Vienna (1903). This publication was reviewed in the
“Scientific Intelligence” section of The American Journal of
Science (Dana 1903, 486):

The first appendix gives an alphabetically arranged list of all
known meteorites, with their classification, date of fall or find,
and the latitude and longitude of the locality from which each
was obtained. It is to be regretted that the latter feature seems
somewhat lacking in accuracy, errors of several degrees being
observable in more than one case. 

Berwerth had merely perpetuated Kesselmeyer’s faulty
coordinates. 

By 1904, Prof. Henry A. Ward’s collection of meteorites
had become the world’s largest, and he published a new
catalog of the Ward-Coonley collection. In this catalog he
gave latitude and longitude coordinates of the collection’s
specimens; for Weston 41°13′ N and 73°27′ W were given
(Ward 1904, 68). Several journals praised this outstanding
catalog in their reviews, including a review in Science by
Dr. Oliver C. Farrington (1904). 

In his Meteorite studies III, Farrington (1910), then

o[

Fig. 2. Fall locations of the seven Weston fragments described by
Silliman and Kingsley (1809) are indicated by filled circles on the
map. They are enclosed by an ellipse that describes the known extent
of the Weston strewn field. The meteor’s atmospheric trajectory was
on a course of 155° (NW to SE), but the major axis of the ellipse is
orientated north to south, because of strong west upper air winds
during the event (Robson 2009), and is 12  km in length.
Geographic coordinates for the center of the ellipse are: 41°16′.1 N
and 073°15′.7  W (WGS 84). The locations of the fragments show

Fig. 2. Continued. positive correlation with the classic meteorite
strewn field pattern, with the more massive being found further
downrange. This was first mentioned by Farrington (1907). The
fragments, their weight in pounds as described by Silliman and
Kingsley (1809), and the modern-day towns of their locations are,
from north to south: Burr, 20, Monroe; NW of Prince, 7, Easton; NE of
Prince, 13, Easton; Prince, 35, Easton; Tashua Hill, 36.5, Trumbull;
Porter, 20, Trumbull; Seeley, 200, Easton. The large body of water in
the center of the map is the Easton Reservoir; it began filling when the
Mill River was dammed in 1926. The terrain covered by the map is
moderately rugged with many small but steep hills, several rivers and
streams, is dotted by ponds, and has quite a few swamps. Much of the
area is restricted public watershed land. The map is a photomosaic
made from an aerial survey conducted in January and April 2007 by
one of the authors (Robson). It combines 122 images, each having a
resolution of better than 0.25 m, into the final product. Criteria for the
survey were: clear weather, leaves off the trees, and no snow cover.
The aircraft used was a Cessna Skyhawk (C-172) with a full avionics
package including Electronic Flight Instrument System (EFIS), GPS
navigation, and a two-axis autopilot. The ten imaging passes were
flown on autopilot by Mr. Mike Molloy at 6,500 feet above mean sea
level (mean altitude above the ground of 1860 m) while Robson
operated the camera. The aircraft systems and piloting were superb;
flight path errors were not noticeable. Nominal time between
exposures was 12 seconds at a groundspeed of 82 knots. The detector
used was a Sony DSC-F707 digital camera. It was clamped to the left
aircraft door by a camera mount designed by the author. The mount
allowed for a static camera adjustment to vertical about the aircraft’s
longitudinal axis and a dynamic adjustment about the lateral axis.
The latter was crucial in maintaining verticality with the airplane’s
pitch and power changes. Some minor rotational effects (errors) are
present in the photomosiac due to the differing winds and
atmospheric pressure between the January passes and the three
passes made in April. The survey was flown before the fall site
research was complete. It is fortunate that all fragment locations are
included.
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curator of the geology department at Chicago’s Field Museum
repeated Ward’s Weston position. The next catalog position
found for Weston comes from Farrington’s magnum opus:
Catalogue of the Meteorites of North America to January 1,
1909 (1915, 479). Farrington’s new position of 41°15′ N and
73°23′ W is clearly in present-day Weston but is 10 km from
the actual fall site.

In the second, revised and enlarged edition of the
Catalogue of meteorites, printed by order of the Trustees of the
British Museum, Dr. Max H. Hey gives Weston coordinates of
41°13′ N and 73°23′ W (1953, 402). This position is 1.67 km
north of the town hall in present-day Weston. This position has
been maintained in all successive editions of the Catalogue of
meteorites and until August 2007 was the Meteoritical
Society’s recommended position for Weston.

DISCUSSION

The current authors began their Weston fall site research
several years ago independently of each other. After we met
collaboration began. We both had been using the 1809
Silliman and Kingsley paper and Clark’s map (Chace 1856)
of Fairfield County, Connecticut as primary sources for our
individual researches. Pagliaro approached the problem from
a historian’s perspective; using vital records, census records,
and genealogies. Robson tried to find all Weston literature
published and relied on correlating land records of many
towns with map positions. The map mentioned above was
very helpful. It is large (154 × 138 cm) having a scale of 250

rods to the inch (1:49,500) and its important feature is that it
not only shows buildings, but also the names of the residents.
Although the map only showed one of the fall site principals,
land records provided an unbroken sequence of ownership
that allowed fragment fall site determinations. This map of
Fairfield County was published by Richard Clark in
Philadelphia.

The Weston meteoroid fragmented during its
atmospheric passage. Seven fragments were described by
Silliman and Kingsley (1809), and surely there were other
fragments that fell unfound or undocumented. To specify a
single location for the Weston fall we use the mean latitude
and mean longitude of the seven fragments: 41°15′.98 N and
73°15′.86 W respectively. Rounding this position to the
nearest minute gives 41°16′ N and 73°16′ W. Weston’s
location could also be described by the center of an ellipse
enclosing the positions of all seven fragments and tangent to
those farthest from the center (Fig. 2). This locating
convention produces the same coordinates (41°16′.1 N and
73°15′.7 W) because of the distribution pattern of the
meteorites. The major axis of the ellipse is 12 km long
orientated north to south (180°.5 bearing from true north). 

FRAGMENT FALL POSITIONS

The fall locations and evidence for them are described
below. They are presented in the order that Prof. Silliman gives.

Convincing evidence for these locations is found in the
land records of the many Connecticut towns involved. Land
records have been carefully kept since the British American
colonies were founded. Land records pertaining to the Weston
event are somewhat difficult sources to use because the
boundaries and names of Connecticut towns continued to
change well into the twentieth century, and few roads were
named before the Second World War. For the purpose of
saving space, citations for land records will be abbreviated as
shown in Table 2. In our text citations, the numbers following
the abbreviation are the volume number and the page number
for the record.

Table 1. Changing published Weston positions.
Reference Latitude (N) Longitude (W) km from actual Remarks

Bowditch 1811 41°15′ 73°27′ 15.5 Wheeler home2

Kesselmeyer 1861 41°15′ 73°34′ 25.2 Earliest coordinates
Newton ~18641 41°16.14′ 73°15.1′ 1.3 Unpublished
Berwerth 1903 41°15′ 73°34′ 25.2 See Kesselmeyer
Ward 1904 41°13′ 73°27′ 16.3 Original
Farrington 1910 41°13′ 73°27′ 16.3 See Ward
Farrington 1915 41°15′ 73°23′ 9.9 Original
Hey 1953 41°13′ 73°23′ 11.2 Original
Robson 2007 41°17.5′ 73°16′ 2.8 Met. Soc. meeting talk
Robson-Pagliaro 41°16′ 73°16′ 0 This paper
1Unpublished and undated map, likely drawn 1864.
2Coordinates for Judge Wheeler’s home, not fall site.

Table 2. Land record citation abbreviations.
Abbreviation Meaning

ELR Easton land records
FLR Fairfield land records
HLR Shelton land records
MLR Monroe land records
SLR Stratford land records
TLR Trumbull land records
WLR Weston land records
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Merwin Burr Site

From Silliman and Kingsley (1810):

The most northerly fall was within the limits of Huntington, on
the border of Weston, about 40 or 50 rods east of the great road
from Bridgeport to Newtown, in a cross road, and contiguous to
the house of Mr. Merwin Burr. Mr. Burr was standing in the
road, in front of his house, when the stone fell . . . Mr. Burr was
within 50 feet . . .

From Bronson (1808):

The third and last place where these stones have been
discovered to have fallen, is about five miles north-east of Mr.
Princes, and seven below Newtown, near the turnpike road
which leads from thence to Bridgeport . . . This stone fell about
30 yards from the house of Mr. Merwin Burr . . .

In 1789, the town of Huntington was formed by
combining the Stratford parishes (or societies) of New
Stratford and Ripton. In 1823, the parish of New Stratford was
incorporated as today’s town of Monroe; named for the then

president of the United States. Huntington was to the east and
northeast of Weston. The “great road” or “turnpike road” is
today’s Connecticut Route 25. It was known in 1807 as the
Bridgeport Newtown Turnpike. According to Newtown town
historian, Daniel Cruson, in a 2007 personal communication,
this road’s course has not changed appreciably since the
meteorite fall and it had stone mileage markers along its
length. Mileage was verified with a calibrated automotive
odometer; it is 7.4 miles from the center of Newtown to the
crossroad that Burr lived on and 5.0 miles from the Burr site
to the Prince site via the most likely routing.

That cross road is today’s Pepper Street, and the fragment
landed 25 to 30 m west of 57 Pepper Street, which is 300 m
(60 rods) “east of the great road.” This house is shown on
Clark’s 1856 map as being occupied by N. Sherwood (Fig. 3).

On April 12, 1802, James Burr, father of Merwin, deeded
his son ten acres of land in Huntington. Page 62 in Volume
Four of the Shelton, Connecticut Land Records says (HLR IV
62), in part:

Bounded in the manner following. (to wit.) beginning at the
South East Corner of the burying ground on the North Side of
the Cross Highway that Leads from New Stratford Meeting
House to Reading Church.

The sequence leading to N. Sherwood continued when
Merwin Burr sold the property to Samuel Edwards on March
27, 1811 (HLR VI 280). Edwards sold to Joseph Nichols in
1812 (HLR VII 125). Nichols sold to Norman Sherwood on
November 14, 1823 (MLR I 46).

The Burr fall site coordinates are: 41°19′.32 N and
73°15′.64 W with an uncertainty radius of 50 m.

William Prince Sites

From Silliman and Kingsley (1809):

The masses projected at the second explosion seem to have
fallen principally at, and in the vicinity of Mr. William Prince’s
in Weston, distant about five miles from Mr. Burr’s, in a
southerly direction. Two miles south east from Mr. Prince’s, at
the foot of Tashowa [sic] hill, a fifth mass fell.

From Bronson (1808):

The next place we went to view was about four miles N. E. from
the first; in the court yard of Mr. William Prince, a respectable
and wealthy farmer.

Prince was wealthy; in 1797 he was the eighth largest
taxpayer in Weston (Farnham 1996, 162). This made the land
record research difficult since he was involved in so many
transactions. Prince had five sons, but on Clark’s 1856 map
there is not a Prince to be found in the area.

Both authors had come across references that the Weston
meteorite had landed near the intersection of North Park
Avenue and Andrews Road in Easton. Robson discounted

Fig. 3. An annotated grayscale rendering from Clark’s 1856 map
of Fairfield County, Connecticut, indicates the site of the most
northerly documented Weston fragment’s fall. The Merwin Burr
family lived in the house symbolized just on the east side of the
filled white circle impact symbol when the meteor occurred. At
the time of this map Norman Sherwood owned the house. 

Table 3.
Site °N °W U1 (m)

Burr 41.3220 73.2606 50
Prince 41.2680 73.2769 50
NW Prince 41.2723 73.2834 200
NE Prince 41.2719 73.2717 180
Porter 41.2565 73.2459 200
Tashua Hill 41.2600 73.2495 300
Seeley 41.2137 73.2618 100
Mean 41.2663 73.2643 n.a.
1Radius of uncertainty in meters.

n.a.: not applicable.
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these references as folklore since they were usually found in
newsletters or newspapers, without documentation, and they
never mentioned Prince. Pagliaro was not so sure that these
references could be discounted. On the basis of scant
evidence from Silliman and Kingsley and from Bronson, this
location was viable. Pagliaro verified the distance from the
Burr site to the North Park-Andrews intersection with
automotive GPS and odometer and found it was five miles. In
1807 (as well as today), there is only one likely route between
these locations because of the terrain. We knew this had to be
very close to the Prince fall site, but the big breakthrough
came when a letter was found.

On May 26, 1862, Rev. Charles T. Prentice of Easton
wrote a letter to a Mr. Wheeler on behalf of Professor Hubert

Anson Newton of Yale College regarding the Weston meteorite
(Prentice 1862). Prentice says: “Mr. Prince, in whose yard a
large piece fell, lived on the place occupied, till very recently
by David W. Sherwood.” Clark’s 1856 map shows “D.
Sherwood” living on what is today’s Andrews Road.

By the time William Prince died in 1825, all five of his
sons had moved west to either New York or Ohio. In 1828
William’s wife, Charlotte, deeded the family farm to their
sons (WLR XVI 700). Immediately the sons sold their
portions of the farm to James Nichols (WLR XVII 115, 121,
122). James Nichols sold to Isaac Nichols “two certain tracts
of land situate in said Weston known by the name of Prince
farm” (WLR XVIII 431). Page 438, Volume XVIII of the
Weston Land Records was recorded April 3, 1833; it shows
that Isaac Nichols sold the farm to David W. Sherwood. 

Fig. 4. An annotated grayscale rendering from Clark’s 1856 map
indicates the Prince area fall sites. The southern most fell in William
Prince’s dooryard; the house was owned by David Sherwood in 1856.
Also shown are the fall locations for fragments found “half a mile
north west” and “half a mile north east of Mr. Prince’s.” 

[

Fig. 5. The Porter and Tashua Hill area, showing the fall sites with
filled white circles. Clark’s map is very accurate, but here
cartographer J. Chace misplaces Tashua Hill; it should be about 300 m
west and south of his depiction of it (see Fig. 6). Madison Avenue,
where the Porter fragment landed, skirts the east side of Tashua Hill.
The 1807 home of Ephraim Porter’s family is shown correctly at the
slight bend in the road, across the street from Burton and was owned
by Eunice Beardslee in 1856.

Fig. 6. The Tashua Hill area is shown from an 1895 USGS
topographic map. Note that Madison Avenue is on the east side of the
hill and that Tashua Hill extends westward to the border between
today’s Easton and Trumbull. This shows the same area as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. The main fragment of the Weston meteorite (55–90 kg) landed
in a pasture owned by the Seeleys. This is just on the Easton side of
the “V” where Easton and Fairfield border each other. The house of
Patience Seeley, the widow of Elijah, is shown on Clark’s 1856 map.
Elijah Seeley died in 1851.
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Prince fall site coordinates are: 41°16′.08 N and 73°16′.62 W,
with an uncertainty radius of 50 m.

The third fragment described by Silliman (1809) fell
“half a mile north west from Mr. Prince’s . . . It was found by
Gideon Hall and Isaac Fairchild.” Fairchild lived just north of
this site and Hall lived nearby. With the lack of detailed
information, this site has a large uncertainty radius. It fell
within 200 m of 41°16′.34 N and 73°17′.00 W.

The uncertainty radius of the fourth fragment’s fall
location is somewhat smaller since more information is given.
From Silliman and Kingsley (1809):

Returning to the place, after an excursion of a few hours to
another part of the town, we were gratified to find the
conjecture verified, by the actual discovery of a mass of 13
pounds weight, which had fallen half a mile to the north east of
Mr. Prince’s. Having fallen in a ploughed field, without coming
into contact with a rock, it was broken only into two principal
pieces,

The key to this site is that the fragment landed in a
ploughed field, which infers flat or only slightly inclined land.
Topography in the vicinity of “half a mile north east of Mr.
Prince’s” places hard constraints on the fall site location. The
true bearing from Prince’s is constrained from 30° to 60°,
since land both north and south of this range is too steep to be
ploughed. The distance is constrained from 500 to 750 m by
topography; furthermore, Silliman would likely have called
distances of less than 500 m a quarter mile or expressed the
distance in rods, and at a distance greater than 750 m he
would likely have referenced the Mill River. We give this
fragment’s fall site as 41°16′.31 N and 73°16′.30 W, with an
uncertainty of 180 m.

Porter and Tashua Hill Sites

The next sites mentioned by Silliman and Kingsley
(1807) are:

Two miles south-east from Mr. Prince’s, at the foot of Tashowa
[sic] hill, a fifth mass fell. Its fall was distinctly heard by Mr.
Ephraim Porter and his family who live within 40 rods of the
place and in full view. They saw a smoke rise from the spot, as
they did also from the hill, where they are positive that another
stone struck, as they heard it distinctly.

Tashua Hill has had many spellings over the years. When
Ephraim’s grandfather, John, gave his father, Thomas, one-
half the family’s one-hundred-acre-plus farm in 1758, it was
spelled Tantashuay Hill. Thomas acquired more land and
either gave or sold much of it to his sons, Ephraim and John.
By 1809 Ephraim Porter decided to move west. On May 1, the
town of Trumbull recorded two land sales by Porter. The first
was “seventeen acres and one half of land situate in said
Trumbull at Tashua” on the east side of the highway, sold to
Lyman and David Burton (TLR III 194). The second sale was
(TLR III 195):

Twenty three acres one half and thirty six rods of land with all
the buildings thereon standing and is situate in said Trumbull at
a place called Tashua.

The land was sold to Joseph and Benjamin Beardslee and
was just across the street from the first sale “on the west side
of the highway” (TLR III 195). This highway is today’s
Madison Avenue in Trumbull. The Beardslees wasted no time
in continuing the trail of land records leading to a person on
Clark’s map. In a strange transaction, they divided the former
Porter land and sold the “dwelling house,” barn, and half

Fig. 8. A graphic representation of the changing positions given for Weston over time, using data from Table 1. At the latitude of the fall site,
1 minute of latitude equals 1.852 km and 1 minute of longitude is 1.397 km.
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the land to John Seeley on June 9, 1809 (TLR III 208).
Seeley, the same day, sold this property to Eunice Beardslee,
the nineteen-year-old wife of Joseph Beardslee (TLR III 209).
Both of these transactions were finally recorded on
September 23. Clark’s map shows Eunice Beardslee as still
occupying the Porter home in 1856 (Fig. 5).

Our coordinates for the Porter site are 41°15′.39 N and
73°14′.75 W, or about 180 m north on today’s Madison
Avenue from its intersection with Claire Place, and have an
uncertainty radius of 200 m.

Since the stone that landed on Tashua Hill was both seen
and heard by the Porters, we place it 100 m south-southeast of
the summit near today’s Merrimac Drive at 41°15′.62 N and
73°14′.97 W. The radius of uncertainty for this site is 300 m.

Seeley Site

The last site mentioned by Silliman and Kingsley (1807)
is:

A mass of stone far exceeding the united weight of all which we
have hitherto described, fell in a field belonging to Mr. Elijah
Seeley, and within 30 rods of his house . . . Mr. Elihu Staples, a
man of integrity, lives on the hill at the bottom of which this
body fell . . . A ridge of micaceous schistus lying nearly even
with the ground, and somewhat inclining like the hill, to the
south east, was shivered to pieces, to a certain extent, by the
impulses of the stone . . .

Dr. Bronson (1808) describes the Seeley site as:

The first place we visited is about 3 1–2 miles in a northeasterly
direction from my house, in a lot firmly covered with grass,
about 25 rods from the house of Elijah Seeley . . . [T]hat about
10 o’clock the same morning, going into his lot just back of his
house, to see after his cattle, he discovered the breach in the
ground above described . . .

From the previously mentioned Rev. Prentice letter (1862):

I called on the house of Elijah Seeley deceased—found his
widow and daughter, who both remember it well. The daughter
showed me where it fell about 20 rods from the house—struck
a rock, and broke into many fragments.–did not see it before it
fell—but said the light & sound were fearful: have had some of
the pieces, but could not find any now.

Elijah Seeley’s house is shown on Clark’s 1856 map of
Fairfield County as “Mrs. Seeley.” It is located in the extreme
southeast corner of Easton, in the “V” where Easton joins the
town of Fairfield (Fig. 7).

This is the fall site of the most massive fragment,
estimated to have been between 55 and 90 kg before
impacting rock. The site is 6 km (3.7 miles) from Bronson’s
home by the most direct route. Located at 41°12′.83 N and
73°15′.71 W, it has an uncertainty of 100 m. This is just off
today’s Congress Street in Easton, about 100 m northeast of

where the old Morehouse Highway switchback intersected
with Congress Street; 12 km downrange from the Burr
site.

PROFESSOR H. A. NEWTON

Table 3 summarizes our Weston fall site research. Fall
latitude and longitude are expressed as decimal degrees and
the uncertainty radius is expressed in meters. Our findings
have been confirmed by the discovery of a treasure trove of
Weston–related research conducted by Yale’s foremost
meteoric astronomer, Prof. Hubert Anson Newton. Series I of
the Records of the Department of Astronomy, Yale University
contains 13 boxes holding 121 folders of Newton’s
manuscripts, maps, and communications. The marvelous staff
of the Manuscripts and Archives division of the university’s
library provided access to this material.

In the case of Weston and for several others, especially the
“detonating meteors,” Prof. Newton collected all available
information. This includes many replies, from all over the
world, to his information requests. From this data, Newton,
when he could, determined fall site locations, trajectories, and
even the orbits of many detonating, meteorite-dropping meteors.

This is not the place for a discussion of Newton’s many
accomplishments, but the following is offered to get some
sense of the man. Newton was given a full professorship in
mathematics at Yale at the age of 25; he was an early and
active advocate for the adoption, in the United States, of both
the metric system and standard time zones. Several of his
notes and maps were made on the reverse side of student
papers, indicating he may have been a typical “frugal
Yankee.” Newton, it seems, never considered his work
finished. He would continuously revise and refine his works
as new data became available to him: the mark of a true
scientist.

Although our Weston fall site research was nearly
complete, we were able to determine the location of the Prince
site with the above mentioned Prentice 1862 letter, from the
archive. Newton’s manuscripts serve as validation of this paper.

Three handwritten Weston fall site maps were found in
Newton’s papers. None were dated and none, it seems, were
published. These are discussed in chronological order, as near
as we can determine.

The Newton-Prentice Map

This most informative map was found with another letter
from Rev. Prentice, this time addressed to Prof. Newton, and
dated May 25, 1863. Newton had drawn a map of Easton and
sent it, with a letter, to Charles Prentice. The letter asked
Prentice to annotate the map with his best knowledge of
where the Weston fragments landed. Newton also asked a few
other questions of the pastor. 

Below is a transcript of the Prentice letter (1863):
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Easton May 25, ‘63
Mr. Newton,
Sir:
I have designated on your little map, as well as I can, the points
desired. No. 1. is the least reliable; but, from what I can learn,
think it was near Tashua Church in Trumbull—Huntington does
not join Easton.—No. 2.—Mr. Prince—you may depend on as
correct.—Nos. 3 & 4—near No. 2.—you can mark better than I
can.—No.5. I believe to be exact. His name is Porter & not
Potter.—No. 6. Tashua Hill in Trumbull. No. 7. E. Seeley—
certain. “W” with a Star— Judge N. Wheeler, within a few rods
of the Cong. Church. As to the other questions—I have no
positive information to give. I should think, however the
population was then about as dense as now; and that stones
falling through the Northern part of Fairfield [town] would

probably have been seen & picked up.—Be assured, Sir, you are
entirely welcome to whatever information I have been able to
give in the . . . [illegible]: and, if I can serve you any further in
the matter, shall be happy to do so.—Success to you in your
investigations and researches! May the honored surname of the
celebrated “Sir Isaac” never be less!—Yours truly—C. T.
Prentice.

Charles Prentice very accurately portrayed five of the
Weston fall site positions. The two in error are Burr and Porter. 

Prentice does say “No. 1. [Burr] is the least reliable”
position. But then goes on to show his lack of awareness of
the, then, recent Connecticut history with “Huntington does
not join Easton.” Prentice’s Huntington is a section of Shelton
and is insulated from Easton by Trumbull and Monroe, but as
we described in the Merwin Burr section above, the
Huntington of 1807 did join today’s Easton.

Prentice was also wrong about the Porter fall site, though
understandably so. The Tashua Hill area shown on Clark’s
1856 map (Fig. 5) does indicate two Porters in the area. They
are located west of where Eunice Beardslee lived. These are
relatives of Ephraim and John Porter, who either inherited or
bought portions of the original Porter farm. Ephraim sold
most of his holdings in 1809 and moved west to Sullivan
County, New York. 

Also shown on this map is a very accurate position for the
house of Silliman and Kingsley’s main meteor witness, Judge
Wheeler, marked with a “W.”

Newton Manuscript Map

A 15-page handwritten draft manuscript containing all
the Weston information Newton had assembled was also
found in the archives at Yale. References were given for all
published Weston literature he had found; a fall site map
(likely based on the Prentice input) was included, as was a
comprehensive set of meteor observations, which allowed the
professor to calculate a trajectory. Newton’s first trajectory
repudiated that of Dr. Bowditch (1811) and allowed him to
also calculate an orbit for Weston. The manuscript was bound
with cord laced through perforations on the left edge of the
pages and tied. It was a draft; there were many sentences
struck out, it had no title page, and it was undated. It was most
likely written in 1863 (Fig. 11).

Newton’s Frugal Map

The Frugal Map is the latest of Newton’s Weston fall site
maps yet found. It is called the Frugal Map because the
professor used the reverse side of a student’s paper for his
cartography. Was he frugal or in too much of a hurry to find
proper paper? We will probably never know. But what is
known is that this is also Newton’s most accurate Weston
map. This map perpetuates the incorrect Porter position, but it
does correct the Burr position. The Manuscripts and Archives
staff was kind enough to provide a digital copy of a 600 pixel-

Fig. 9. An image of the entire Newton-Prentice fall site map is shown
above. Newton drew the 13 × 20 cm map on a fine, thin paper, not unlike
modern drafting vellum, indicating he may have traced a map of Easton.
He then mailed it to Prentice, who annotated it with Weston fragment
positions, and returned it to Prof. Newton. The lower portion contains
scales for longitude and distance in miles. Along the bottom edge is the
line of 41°10′ N latitude, along the top edge is the line of 41°20′ N
latitude, and on the left is the line of 73°20′ W longitude. Courtesy Yale
University Library. 
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per-inch high resolution scan of this map in the Tagged Image
File Format (TIFF). The map does include latitude and
longitude lines. The x-y pixel coordinates of the center of
each of the indicated fall sites were obtained in Adobe
Photoshop. This information allowed a determination of
Newton’s coordinates for each site and a comparison with our
research. These results are shown in Fig. 13. These
coordinates are also shown in Table 1 and Fig. 8. Newton’s
dot indicating the Burr fall site was not found on the map; it
was estimated using a mean dot-to-name displacement from
the other fall sites shown on the map.

Also included on this map is the position for Judge

Nathan Wheeler and Silliman’s estimates of the weight of
each stone.

CONCLUSIONS

Before this research, only two Weston meteorite fall site
positions, the work of Professor H. A. Newton and Robson
(2007), seem to have been based on primary sources. All other
published Weston positions, from scientists we regard highly,
have, for whatever reason, been produced from secondary
sources, perpetuated from earlier works, or invented.

Our final position for Weston, N 41°16′; W 073°16′,

Fig. 10. An enlarged portion of the Newton-Prentice map is shown for comparison with our annotated Clark’s maps. Courtesy Yale University Library.
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is based on four years of research using primary sources. It
has been validated by the discovery of Professor Newton’s
unpublished Weston papers in the Archives of Yale
University. While we acknowledge that future researchers
may be able to further refine Weston’s fall position, these
refinements will be on the order of only tens of
meters.
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